ZL2VH Newsletter – June 2018
President’s Report
Nothing to report again this month.
Mike ZL2NSA
We are always looking for articles to fill the pages of newsletter. Please forward
anything, no matter how large or small, to the editor - Eric ZL2SET –
ericwilby@gmail.com.

Branch 63 Repeater Update
Status Updates
3cm Beacon

Off Air. Being rebuilt. The Enclosure has been
sandblasted and repainted, Work will commence
on re-assembling it.

1292 23cm

On Air

DSTAR 860,5425

On Air

730

On Air. Replacment Batteries have been
purchased by the Club, and a working bee will be
organized to install. We are considering moving
the repeater to the North Hutt. This will remove
the long feeder between the South and North Hut
from the system.

395 6M

On Air
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From Steve ZL2YD:
A bit of ARECing around.
Normally my role in LandSAR is Incident Management Support/Radio
operator but in May there have been a couple of incidents that I have
been able to go “field”.
On May 2 I was put on standby for a missing person in Waikanae
Beach. Being a local, I was early on scene and as the volunteer turn out
was low and Jeff (ZL2JG) was able to staff the radio at SAR base Kapiti,
I volunteered to go house to house with other SAR staff. We used the
Kapiti CD 1 repeater and had excellent comms between the Kapiti police
station and the 3 field teams in Waikanae.
My team of 2 headed out at 2300 and, not surprisingly there was not
much response to door knocking. The beach sections are quite large
so each location took a reasonable amount of time to search by
torchlight (we only search the gounds). The search radiated along the
street from the Missing Person’s last known point. It was with great relief
that we heard on the radio that they were found by another team
opposite the section we were just about to enter.
That find was called in at just after 0100. Fortunately conditions were
still and mild with no rain but the temperature was dropping and we were
all jubilant that the missing party was able to be reunited with family.
The second search this month had me called out at 2100 on May 10.
Trampers had called for assistance in the Akatarawa forest east of
Mangakotukutuku road end. I was contacted to transport police SAR
staff in to Titi Rd by 4WD. I called on a club mate to back me up and we
met up at Kapiti police station for a quick briefing.
This incident was being managed from Lower Hutt police station (comms
operator Ray ZL2RAY) and we were to communicate via the DOC 8
repeater off the top of Kapiti Island and linked through to Rushton Rd
and Mt Baker. (Permission has to be obtained from the Duty DoC Officer
but that is usually granted).
We parked the two 4WDs on Titi Rd at the intersection of the
Rollercoaster and the search team headed off at about 2300. After the
urgency of getting into this position we were faced with “now wait for us
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to return” instruction. Out came the thermos for a cuppa and a wander
around to ”see” where we were. That was a little difficult as it was pitch
black but we did have plenty of torch and batteries.
It then became apparent that we had parked in a comms dead spot. No
cell service and no Doc 8 reception. A little walk up or down the track
enabled texts to be sent and we came in to range of Doc 8 so that we
were able to hear progress reports from the searchers but that was an
exposed position away from our temporary base. On returning to the
truck I tried getting the alternative frequency with no luck.
The next step was turn on my Icom 5100 and try the amateur repeaters.
Bingo, got a tail on 730! Another trudge up the track to text Ray to
call/listen on that. Back to the truck and wait a bit. SAR Base comms
are all commercial sets that are pre-programmed and dropping in an
amateur frequency becomes a challenge midweek after midnight. So
Ray left the building and got his HT out and we became ZLs chatting.
Comms with us was not critical but we were then able to hear of the
searches progress and have hot drinks immediately ready for their
successful return 5 hours later.
It was a long night that got longer as the temperature dropped but it was
successful and we had great comms on Branch 63’s old faithful 147.300
repeater. On return home at 0600 I slipped off to bed for a bit of sleep.
ZL2YD

History in the Clubroom:
Recently, Liam ZL2BGT brought along his ZC1 Mk2 radio and
demonstrated that it still worked – at least in part. This prompted a lot of
interest as can be seen in these photos.......
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For those of us who didn’t grow up with the ZC1, or are unaware of its
historical significance in N.Z., here is an interesting article purloined from
the Internet. (No apologies for that – Ed.).
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NEW ZEALAND ZC1
HF MILITARY RADIO TRANSCEIVER
by Chris Underwood
For those interested, the Schematic Plan for Wireless Set NO.ZC1, MkII
can be found at:
http://www.nzart.org.nz/assets/branches/sarc/zc1-schematic.htm
1. Requirement.
With the outbreak of War in 1939, authorities in New Zealand gave
urgent consideration to the training and arming of the troops that would
be sent overseas to help the British war effort. Equipment of all types
was in short supply including field radios. The Ministry of Supply
surveyed New Zealand industry to determine what could realistically be
manufactured locally under wartime conditions. The Ministry identified a
total of six manufacturers of domestic radios, including a smaller number
capable of manufacturing a wide range of radio equipment including high
power transmitters.
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It was decided that New Zealand industries had the capacity to design
and/or manufacture a range of special purpose radio equipment
including a field radio to be known as the ZC1. There was
dissatisfaction with the reliability and range capability of the few existing
field radios held by the army. These were generally considered to be
barely adequate for training purposes. The new radio had to be much
better and suitable for both mobile and field base operation.
A special committee was set up with representatives from the army,
industry, Ministry of Supply and the Post Office to oversee the
specification, design, procurement of components and the manufacture
of the new radio. This committee reported in April 1942 that sufficient
materials were now available for the manufacture of 750 sets of the
1000 Mk I sets approved.
Considerable difficulty was being experienced in obtaining certain
components, especially meters. Difficulty was also being experienced in
retaining skilled technical staff. The ongoing delays in commencing
manufacture was causing the Draft Board to lose patience and making it
become ever more difficult to convince not to draft the radio technicians
required for the manufacture and testing of the radios.
Supply problems were only improved in late 1943 after samples of the
ZC1 Mk I were tested by the Canadian Signal Engineering
Establishment. Such independent testing was a requirement under the
provisions of Lend Lease and the Canadians provided copies of their
report to the American and English authorities controlling war materials
supply. The report compared the ZC1 with a laboratory No. 19 set
Canadian and indicated that overall the ZC1 was superior.
The Canadian report particularly noted the following in order of
importance.
The ZC1 Mk I gave better:
- Range, both transmit and receive under normal and abnormal
conditions.
- Decided saving in primary power due to low battery drain.
- Ease of operation in the field by even inexperienced operators,
simplicity of dials and operating knobs on front panel.
- Accessibility in as much as servicing and replacement in the field is
concerned.
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- Capability of being able to trouble shoot speedily and easily due to
separate send and receive circuits and increased space for assemblies.
- Flexibility as to type of aerial which may be used with sets.
- Simplicity of netting procedure, and tuning, indicated by a definite dip in
plate circuit.
- Compact and light in weight approximately half the weight of the No. 19
and comparatively easy to install in any vehicle.
- Does not require extensive installing kits to set up for operation.
Records indicate after the Canadian report was circulated that the
American Pacific forces showed interest in acquiring a large number of
ZC1 Mk II's for their own use. Rather than outright purchase completed
sets were to be swapped for essential components required for the
manufacture of the sets. Although a small number of sets seemed to
have been supplied no major orders eventuated.
Initial plans called for up to 30,000 ZC1's to be manufactured but in
practice only about half this number was ever built. During early
production runs each individual ZC1 took 60 man-hours to construct.
Initial production was 20 sets per week, with a production goal of 2,000
sets per month at peak production. It is not clear if this rate was ever
achieved. Delivery of the first batch of five hundred ZC1 Mk I's was
planned for December 1942.
2. Design.
Design of the ZC1 Mk I. is generally credited to Percy Collier and Bill
Fever of Collier and Beale; a Wellington based radio design and
manufacturing company. It was to at least some extent designed around
components available at the time, largely those used in the manufacture
of domestic radios.
3. Specification.
The ZC1 Mk1 is a 2 - 6 MHz, single band. CW, MCW and phone
capable radio transceiver suitable for vehicle installation (jeep or radio
truck) and/or field base operation. The receiver use's a 6U7G RF stage,
6K8G mixer, 6U7G IF, 6Q7G detector and 1st audio stage, 6U7G output
and 6U7G BFO. The transmitter use's a 6U7G master oscillator, 6U7G
buffer, 6V6GT PA, 6V6GT modulator and 6U7G modulation amplifier.
The power supply use's a non-synchronous vibrator with two 6X5GT
rectifiers in conjunction with a tapped transformer permitting switchable
HT voltages to provide two different RF power outputs. Its power
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requirements are 12 volts at 4 to 6 amps depending on mode of
operation.
In transmit mode a maximum of 2.75 watts RF output is achievable in
standard configuration. Using the supplied 34 foot rod field base antenna
and associated counterpoise earth, the transmission range is typically
between 25 to 34 miles over rolling country. Use of more efficient
aerials and sky-wave working permit much greater distances to be
worked. The top sections of this antenna were suitable for mobile use
over shorter ranges.
At least three versions of the Mk I are known.
- The first version, produced in small numbers, was fitted with an aerial
current meter. IF transformers with fixed cores and variable capacitors
were used.
- The second version, also produced in small numbers, used the same
IF transformers but had a plate with a watch holder fitted in place of the
aerial current meter.
- The third and most numerous version used different IF transformers
with fixed capacitance and variable cores. The watch holder is fitted
directly to the front panel without the need for a plate.
Note: Serial numbers of sets are deliberately not in sequence to disguise
build numbers hence providing little clue as to date of manufacture or
actual numbers built
.
4. Companion RF Amplifier ZA1 Mk I & II.
ZC1 had a matching RF power amplifier, model ZA1, for long range
coverage.
This unit used a similar, but much smaller, case to the ZC1. Two parallel
807's operating in class AB1 were used as an RF linear amplifier
producing 50 watts of RF. A later version, the ZA1 MkII, differed in that
the parallel 807's were operated in class C and were modulated by a
second pair of 807's fed from a 6V6 phase inverter and a 6U7
microphone preamplifier.
Neither mark of the ZA1 was produced in quantity. Official records
indicate that it is likely only twelve production ZA1 Mk II's were ever
made being ordered, and delivered, during mid 1943.
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5. Manufacture.
All ZC1 Mk I units are believed to have been manufactured by Collier
and Beale although some sub-components may have been
manufactured by other companies. Key components such as meters,
valves and the main tuning capacitors were all of Australian, American
or English manufacture. Shortage of these components was to plague
production until the later part of the war when American "Lend Lease"
components became available.
Official NZ war records show considerable frustration with shipping
problems with large quantities of urgently needed, and already paid for,
components being held up for many months on the wharves in the USA
while officials argued over their shipping priority. In all, approximately
1,200 ZC1 Mk I sets were made.
However even before manufacture of the Mk I was commenced, design
and production of the Mk II was already being planned.
6. ZC1 Mk II.
The Mk II was a development of the Mk I and its design is generally
attributed to J Orbell of Radio Ltd. The significant differences between
the two are as follows.
- The Mk II is dual band having an LF band of 2 - 4 MHz and an HF
band of 4 - 8 MHz.
- A synchronous vibrator was used dispensing with the need for the two
6X5 rectifiers.
- The switchable HT voltage feature was dispensed with.
Generally the ZC1 Mk II completed its service life without further change.
A small number were however manufactured with "flying rubber leads"
for use with the combined microphone headset as used by the No. 19
and No. 62 sets.
Official records show that the Mk II was originally planned to have a UHF
transceiver included in the design in a similar fashion to the No. 19 set.
This idea was not followed up, although prototype UHF modules for this
project were designed and constructed as a joint effort between Collier
and Beale and the NZ Post Office Radio Section.
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Radio Ltd largely undertook production of the ZC1 Mk II with a significant
number also being manufactured by Radio Corporation, sub-assemblies
being provided by up to five other manufacturers.
7. War Service.
The first issue of the ZC1 Mk I was in the Pacific at Guadacanal and it
saw active service for the first time when NZ troops landed at Vella
Lavella at 8am on the 18th of September 1943. Official records indicate
that it performed well in the dense and wet jungle out performing many
other types in use at the time. The Mk I also saw service on Stirling
Island where once again good results were achieved.
The NZ 3rd Division 2nd NZEF records show that they used the ZC1 in
conjunction with the American 48 set with good results. However given
the relatively small overlap of the frequency ranges of the two sets, the
choice of working frequencies must have been limited.
This was the only recorded active service seen by the ZC1, the Mk II
version was issued too late to see active service in WW2. The ZC1 Mk
II did see service with the NZ occupation force (J Force) in Japan after
WW2.
8. Civilian use.
In late 1944 a large consignment of ZC1 Mk II's was sent to Egypt but
arrived too late to be issued. A number of these sets appear to have
been issued to post war Greek, Turkish and Egyptian armed forces with
the remainder being sent to the UK where many were eventually
disposed of as war surplus. In New Zealand the ZC1 Mk II continued in
service with the Territorial Reserve forces until the mid 1960's.
They were also issued to many Government Agencies and Departments
including the Ministry of Transport, Civil Defence and the NZ Post Office.
The Amateur Radio Emergency Corps (AREC) also received a
significant number of sets and many were also disposed of as Army
surplus. During the 1950's and 60's many NZ Amateur radio operators
"cut their Teeth" using ZC1's on 80 Metres. Their owners extensively
modified many of these ZC1's and numerous articles appeared in Break
In during this period on improvements that could be made.
Collier and Beale produced a modification kit for the Mk II to make the
set more suitable for small ships maritime use and large numbers of
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ZC1's were used in this service. The LF receiver section was changed
to the AM broadcast band and the HF TX and RX sections to the marine
band.
Common modifications included xtal control for fixed channel use, used
by the MOT for car to car communication for their traffic control cars, the
Post Office for point to point services and various organisations and
individuals for Maritime use. Changes to improve RF power out and
modulation depth were also common.
=======================================================
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We are always looking for articles to fill the pages of newsletter. Please
forward anything, no matter how large or small, to the editor - Eric
ZL2SET – ericwilby@gmail.com.

NZART Branch 63 Incorporated
Council Depot
Park Street
Upper Hutt

President: Mike ZL2NSA
Secretary: Justin: ZL2UGL
Treasurer: Gavin: ZL2ACT
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